Indicators of zinc status at the population level: a review of the evidence
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The role of zinc deficiency as an important cause of morbidity and impaired linear growth has prompted the need to identify indicators of population zinc status. Three indicators have been recommended – prevalence of zinc intakes below the estimated average requirement (EAR), percentage with low serum zinc concentrations, and percentage of children aged <5 years who are stunted. This review outlines steps to estimate the prevalence of inadequate intakes, and confirm their validity based on the EARs set by International Zinc Nutrition Collaborative Group. Next, the appropriateness of serum zinc as a biochemical marker for population zinc status is confirmed by a summary of: (a) the response of serum zinc concentrations to zinc intakes; (b) usefulness of serum zinc concentrations to predict functional responses to zinc interventions; (c) relationship between initial serum zinc and change in serum zinc in response to interventions. Height- or length-for-age was chosen as the best functional outcome after considering the responses of growth, infectious diseases (diarrhoea, pneumonia), and developmental outcomes in zinc supplementation trials and correlation studies. The potential of other zinc biomarkers such as zinc concentrations in hair, cells, zinc-metalloenzymes, and zinc-binding proteins, such as metallothionein, is also discussed. Molecular techniques employing reverse transcriptase (RT)-polymerase chain reaction to measure mRNA in metallothionein and ZIP1 transporter hold promise, as do kinetic markers such as exchangeable zinc pools (EZP) and plasma zinc turnover rates. More research is needed to establish the validity, specificity, sensitivity, and feasibility of these new biomarkers, especially in community-settings.

Serum zinc: Low zinc intakes: Stunted children

Zinc is required for the activity of over 200 enzymes involved in most major metabolic pathways, and thus is necessary for a wide range of biochemical, immunological, and clinical functions. As a result, multiple functions in the body are affected by zinc deficiency including physical growth, immune competence, reproductive function, and neuro-behavioural development. Hence, in severe zinc deficiency, a wide range of disturbances occur including impaired growth, defects in the immune system, dermatitis, diarrhoea, delayed sexual and bone maturation, impaired taste acuity, and behavioural changes. Assessment of marginal zinc deficiency, however, is more difficult because of the absence of frank clinical signs, and reliable sensitive and specific laboratory indicators.

A major factor associated with the development of zinc deficiency in populations is inadequate intakes of dietary zinc. Additional exacerbating factors include high physiological requirements for zinc (e.g., during infancy, adolescence, pregnancy, and lactation), and/or excessive losses arising from diarrhoea, specific disease states (e.g., coeliac disease, Crohn’s diseases, short bowel syndrome, cystic fibrosis) and treatment with certain drugs (e.g., penicillamine, thiazide, and glucagon). Unlike many other nutrients, there is no functional reserve or body store of available zinc, except possibly among infants, who may be able to draw on hepatic zinc accumulated during gestation. Hence, when dietary intakes are inadequate, the growth rate in children, or rate of zinc excretion among adults, is reduced in an effort to conserve tissue zinc levels and maintain homeostasis. At this stage, there are no further biochemical or functional changes. However, when zinc deficiency is more severe, metabolic changes develop rapidly. Zinc balance becomes negative, with a net loss of zinc from a small rapidly exchangeable zinc pool, resulting in general tissue dysfunction.

This review describes three indicators recommended by WHO/UNICEF/IAEA/IZINC(5) for assessing zinc status at the population level and evaluating nutrition interventions designed to combat zinc deficiency. They include the prevalence of usual zinc intakes below the estimated average requirement (EAR), percentage of the population with low serum zinc concentrations, and percentage of children less than 5 years of age with length- or height-for-age less than –2.0 SD below the age-specific median of the reference population. For each indicator, a cutoff for the prevalence of usual zinc intakes below the estimated average requirement (EAR), percentage of the population with low serum zinc concentrations, and percentage of children less than 5 years of age with length- or height-for-age less than –2.0 SD below the age-specific median of the reference population.
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Dietary zinc intakes

In Western countries, inadequate intakes of dietary zinc are frequently associated with low energy intakes, often induced by concerns about body weight coupled with a sedentary lifestyle(6) and/or poor food selection patterns. The latter may be linked with low intakes of flesh foods, concomitant with high intakes of unrefined cereals, nuts and legumes, a pattern often prompted by economic, ethical, and/or ecological concerns, as well as perceived health benefits(7). Such a food consumption pattern is likely to compromise the bioavailability of dietary zinc. Plant-based foods contain high levels of phytic acid, a potent inhibitor of zinc absorption that forms insoluble Zn-phytic acid complexes in the intestine(8). Hence, population groups most at risk of inadequate intakes of dietary zinc in Western countries include vegetarians(9,10), as well as the elderly(11) and preschool children, who also frequently consume small amounts of flesh foods.

Estimates of the prevalence of inadequate intakes of dietary zinc in a population can be used to assess the relative magnitude of the risk of zinc deficiency in the population, classify subpopulations at elevated risk, and identify dietary patterns that contribute to inadequate zinc intakes. Details of the steps required to assess the prevalence of inadequate intakes of zinc in a population are available in a technical brief compiled by the International Zinc Nutrition Consultative Group (IZiNCG)(15). Briefly, the process involves five steps: (i) selecting a representative sample of the population; (ii) measuring food intake using either a weighed food record or a 24-hour recall, preferably on at least two non-consecutive days on each individual in the population sampled, or on at least a subsample of individuals (30–40 individuals per stratum); (iii) calculating zinc and phytate intakes, and dietary phytate:Zn molar ratios for each individual using an appropriate food composition database(16); (iv) adjusting the dietary phytate:Zn molar ratios for each individual using an appropriate food composition database(16); (iv) adjusting the distribution of observed zinc intakes to represent usual zinc intakes by removing the variability introduced by day-to-day variation in an individual’s zinc intake; and (v) applying the EAR cut-point method to estimate the prevalence of usual zinc intakes below the EAR. A specialized software program (e.g., PC-SIDE, Iowa State University, Department of Statistics and Statistical Laboratory, Ames, Iowa, USA) is available and should be used to adjust the distribution of observed intakes to usual zinc intakes (i.e., step iv). The programme can be down loaded from: http://www.iastate.edu/. If the day-to-day variation within subject variation in zinc intakes is not removed using this specialized software program, then the variance of the intake distribution will be too large, resulting in a biased estimate of the proportion of individuals with intakes below the EAR.

In cases where only one day of intake data has been collected, then the true intra-individual variation cannot be assessed, so that the distribution of observed zinc intakes cannot be adjusted to usual intakes. Instead, a coefficient of variation (CV) of usual zinc intakes can be assumed, before applying the EAR cut-point method using a cumulative distribution function such as CDF.NORM in SPSS; details are given by Hotz(17). The value recommended by IZiNCG(15) for this CV (as a percentage) is 25 %, and is derived from several data sets including the UK national survey of young people aged 4 to 18 years(18).

IZiNCG suggests that when 25 % or more of the population have zinc intakes less than the EAR, the risk of zinc deficiency is elevated and of public health concern(15). The EAR chosen for this assessment should take into account the estimated bioavailability of zinc in the habitual diet of the target group. At present, in many Western countries, (e.g., in UK, US, Australia and New Zealand), a single EAR for zinc has been set based on a fixed bioavailability adjustment derived from the habitual mixed national diet. For lower income countries, however, where the compositions of the diets often vary markedly with socio-economic status, religion, and/or geographic location (i.e., urban or rural), the EAR selected should reflect the likely bioavailability of dietary zinc in the population group under study. WHO/FAO(19) use a semi-quantitative system to classify diets into three broad categories of low, moderate, and high bioavailability of zinc, based on three dietary variables: one absorption enhancer: protein from meat/fish/poultry; and two absorption inhibitors: high levels of calcium, particularly calcium salts, and the proportion of phytic acid to zinc in the whole diet. Note that the calcium content of most plant-based diets is too low to have any strong inhibitory effect. Exceptions might be diets based on tortillas prepared with lime-soaked maize, diets of lacto-ovegetarians, and possibly diets of persons who chew betal nut with lime(16). The IZiNCG categorizes diets into mixed or refined vegetarian diets and unrefined cereal-based diets, based on phytate:Zn molar ratios of 4–18, and >18, respectively(1). Hence, in order to select the appropriate EAR compiled by WHO/FAO or IZiNCG, data on the phytate content of the local foods of the population group under study must be compiled. The most comprehensive source of phytate values available is the WorldFood2 Dietary Assessment System. It is now in the public domain and can presently be obtained from the INFOODS website at: http://www.fao.org/infoods/software/worldfood_en.stm. Phytate values for the USDA database are available from the University of Minnesota Nutrition Coordinating Center Nutrient Database.

Recently, the validity of the EARs set for zinc by IZiNCG for adults and children have been evaluated. First, the validity of the physiological requirements for absorbed zinc for adults was confirmed. This was achieved by examining data on biochemical and functional indicators of zinc status and/or zinc balance of adults participating mainly in controlled zinc depletion-repletion studies in order to establish the level of absorbed zinc intake necessary to maintain adequate zinc status. Hotz(17) gives details of these studies: Seventeen data points were used from studies of men and seven data points for women. Next, the validity of the EARs for zinc (which depend in turn on the physiological requirement for absorbed zinc and the fractional absorption of zinc), were assessed by examining the concordance between studies reporting the predicted risk of zinc deficiency derived from prevalence estimates of inadequate intakes based on the EARs set by IZiNCG, and the prevalence of low serum zinc concentrations. Data from several small studies on adult non-pregnant (n = 6) and pregnant (n = 6) women, as well as from the most recent Mexican national nutrition survey(20) were compiled. As an example, data for adult women in the Mexican nutrition survey (Fig. 1) show a reasonable concordance for the level of risk of zinc deficiency derived from the estimated prevalence of
Homeostatic mechanisms maintain serum zinc concentrations in healthy persons within a narrow range (about 12 to 78 μg/dL), even in the presence of markedly varying zinc intakes, regulated by two families of zinc transporters – ZIP (Zrt-, Irt-like protein) family and ZnT (SLC30) (21).

Measurement of serum or plasma zinc concentration is the only biochemical indicator recommended by WHO/UNICEF/IzincG to assess the zinc status of populations. The response of serum zinc concentrations to zinc intakes; (b) use of serum zinc concentrations to predict functional responses to zinc interventions; and (c) relationship between initial serum zinc and change in serum zinc in response to the intervention.

**Response of serum zinc concentrations to zinc intakes**

Hess and colleagues (23) examined this relationship using data from 14 experimentally controlled zinc depletion-repletion studies on adults, zinc supplementation trials, and a few observational studies; details of these studies are given by Hess et al. (23).

In severe dietary zinc restriction (i.e., <2–3 mg/d), there is a sharp decrease in serum zinc concentrations within about two weeks, with values returning to baseline levels within 1–2 weeks of commencing the repletion diet. Moreover, meta-bolic studies of Lowe et al. (24) have confirmed that these changes in serum zinc during severe zinc restriction are associated with alterations in total body zinc content. Nevertheless, there is considerable inter-individual variation in the responses observed within and between studies for reasons that remain unclear. In more moderate dietary zinc restriction (3–5 mg/d), the response is more inconsistent, with a slight decrease or no change in serum zinc concentrations, possibly related to the duration of the dietary restriction and the phytate:zinc molar ratio of the diets.

Serum zinc concentrations have also shown a consistent and positive response in short-term zinc supplementation studies in well-nourished adults, or over periods ranging from 2–15 months in children. In the adult studies, levels have been shown to return to baseline shortly after discontinuation of the supplements. In contrast, the evidence from observational studies on free-living subjects that serum zinc concentrations reflect usual zinc intakes is less convincing, in part because so few studies have characterized usual zinc intakes appropriately. In addition, technical and biological factors, known to influence serum zinc concentrations, have not always been taken into account, and thus may have confounded the interpretation of the measurement (22). Indeed, only a few small observational studies and two national nutrition surveys, one in the United Kingdom (18) and the other in Mexico (20), have reported relationships, albeit weak, between zinc intakes (18), dietary indicators of absorbable zinc (e.g., phytate:zinc molar ratios) (9,20), or indicators of dietary quality (e.g., inclusion or exclusion of red meat) (25) and serum zinc concentrations.

**Serum or plasma zinc concentrations**

Zinc is transported in the serum bound principally to albumin (70%). The remainder is bound tightly to α-2-macroglobulin (18%), and other proteins such as transferrin and caeruloplasmin. A very small amount (i.e., ~0.01%) is complexed with amino acids, especially histidine and cystine. Homeostatic mechanisms maintain serum zinc concentrations in healthy persons within a narrow range (about 12 to 15 μmol/L; 78 to 98 μg/dL), even in the presence of markedly varying zinc intakes, regulated by two families of zinc transporters – ZIP (Zrt-, Irt-like protein) family and ZnT (SLC30) (22).

Fig. 1 summarizes the likely relationship between mean usual dietary zinc intakes and mean serum zinc concentrations among adults based on data from both the experimental zinc depletion/repletion studies and zinc supplementation studies. Data on usual zinc intakes derived from representative samples of U.S adult males in the Continuing Survey of Food Intake by Individuals (CSFII) cross-sectional survey (26) and serum zinc concentrations from adult males participating in NHANES II (27) are also included for comparison.

Based on this compilation of data, serum zinc concentrations fall sharply when dietary zinc intakes are less than ~2 to 3 mg/d, but rise slightly but continuously when intakes are greater than 2 to 3 mg, reaching a plateau when zinc intakes reach ~25 to 30 mg/d. Interestingly, a similar pattern has been reported for fractional zinc absorption when it has been measured with increasing daily doses of supplemental zinc...
zinc. Again, a plateau of net zinc absorption was reached with doses of supplemental zinc of about 20 mg Zn per day (28).

Taken together, the data shown in Fig. 2 suggest that the distribution of serum zinc concentrations in a population reflects the usual dietary zinc intakes of individuals in the population. This means that in populations with a high prevalence of inadequate zinc intakes, there will be a greater prevalence of low serum zinc concentrations. Hence, prevalence of low serum zinc concentration can be used to indicate risk of zinc deficiency in a population.

Use of serum zinc concentrations to predict functional responses to zinc interventions

The usefulness of serum zinc to predict a functional response to zinc interventions has been investigated at both the individual and population level by using a pooled analysis of nine studies, and an updated combined analysis of 24 zinc supplementation studies conducted on pre-pubertal children in lower-income countries, respectively. Data on growth were available from eight of the nine studies in the pooled analysis, but for diarrhoea and acute lower respiratory infection (ALRI), only four and two studies respectively, provided the necessary data; Hess et al. (23) give details of each study. A separate analysis of covariance was conducted for each study and outcome variable, with treatment group (zinc or control), initial serum zinc concentration of each subject, and the interaction of these two main effects as possible explanatory variables. Results indicated that serum zinc concentrations of young children at the individual level do not predict their growth or morbidity response to zinc supplementation, although more data from populations with higher rates of growth stunting, and which include morbidity as an outcome, are needed to address this hypothesis conclusively. In only two of the studies were the mean initial height-for-age Z-scores of the children less than −1.5.

At the population level, random-effects meta-regression analyses was used to examine the relationship between the mean serum zinc concentrations and effect sizes for change in height, change in weight, and change in weight-for-height. Results are shown in Figs. 3–5.

It appears that the mean serum zinc concentrations of the study population at baseline are negatively associated with the magnitude of growth response to zinc supplementation, particularly for weight gain, as indicated by changes in weight ($P=0.071$) and weight-for-height Z-score ($P=0.023$), although the relationship for height was non-significant. Hence, mean serum zinc concentration for the population may be useful for predicting the growth response of a population to an intervention.

Relationship between initial serum zinc and change in serum zinc in response to the intervention

Data from the pooled analyses were also used to investigate change in serum zinc concentration in relation to the initial
serum zinc value. In eight of the nine studies, a significant and positive effect of zinc supplementation on change in serum zinc concentrations was found, irrespective of the initial value\(^{(23)}\). These findings confirm that a change in serum zinc from baseline values can be used as evidence of a successful delivery of an intervention, but should not be construed as evidence of pre-existing zinc deficiency. Nevertheless, there was only one significant interaction between treatment group and initial serum zinc concentration suggesting that the absolute effect of supplementation in each study was generally constant, irrespective of the individuals’ initial level of serum zinc. It is notable that in almost all of the studies, a significant negative relationship was observed between initial serum zinc and change in concentration of this variable during supplementation in both the intervention and control groups, a phenomenon probably attributed to regression to the mean.

Positive effects of zinc supplementation on mean serum zinc concentrations have also been reported in a previously published meta-analysis of 15 studies of child growth\(^{(29)}\), and a more recent meta-analysis of nine studies in pregnant women\(^{(23)}\). Again, in the meta-analysis, there was overall a significant and positive effect of zinc supplementation on the mean serum zinc concentrations of both the children and the pregnant women, with an overall effect size of 0.820 SD units (95 % confidence interval, 0.499 to 1.14 SD) and 0.200 SD units (95 %CI, 0.051 to 0.348 SD), respectively.

**Reference data for serum zinc concentrations**

To interpret the level of risk of zinc deficiency at the population level based on serum zinc concentrations, cutoffs for serum zinc have been developed\(^{(27)}\). These are based on serum zinc data from a representative sample of persons aged 3 to 74 years of age from the US NHANES II survey. Based on data from four studies of healthy children less than five years of age\(^{(27,30–32)}\), use of a single reference value based on the NHANES II data for all children >1 year of age was recommended, although a different cutoff may be required for infants.

Only limited data (\(n=61\)) were available on serum zinc concentrations for pregnant women in the US NHANES II survey. Because serum zinc concentrations decrease during the course of pregnancy in response to haemodilution and/or hormonal changes, or as a result of a normal physiological adjustment to pregnancy, lower cutoffs were derived for each trimester of pregnancy; these are also presented in Table 1. More data are urgently required to generate more reliable cutoffs for serum zinc concentration during pregnancy and for infants 0 to 12 months of age.

Care must be taken during the collection and preparation of blood samples for analyses of serum zinc concentrations, as noted earlier. Readers are advised to consult the technical brief prepared by IZINCG\(^{(33)}\) that summarizes the recommended procedures to be used and the variables that must be measured or taken into account when interpreting the results. Table 2 summarizes both the technical and biological factors known to influence serum zinc concentrations.

**Functional indicators of zinc status**

Functional indicators aim to measure the extent of the functional consequences of zinc deficiency and hence, have greater biological significance than the two indicators reviewed (Table 1). In this reanalysis, data for subjects with conditions significantly affecting serum zinc concentrations were excluded. These were subjects with low serum albumin (<35 g/L), an elevated white blood cell count, using oral contraceptives, hormones or steroids, or experiencing diarrhoea. The lower cutoffs for boys and girls aged 3 to 9 years were combined because the difference between the sexes was negligible. IZINCG suggests that if >20 % of a population subgroup have serum zinc concentrations below the designated cutoff, then the subgroup is considered to be at risk of zinc deficiency.

Recently, the applicability of the cutoffs for children less than 3 years of age has been examined further because serum zinc concentrations were not measured in the US NHANES II survey. Based on data from four studies of healthy children less than five years of age\(^{(27,30–32)}\), use of a single reference value based on the NHANES II data for all children >1 year of age was recommended, although a different cutoff may be required for infants.

**Table 1.** Suggested lower cutoffs (2.5 % percentiles) for the assessment of serum zinc concentration in population studies, derived from NHANES II\(^{(27)}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 10 yr</td>
<td>(\geq 10) yr</td>
<td>(\geq 10) yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning fasting†</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>70 (10–7)</td>
<td>74 (11–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning nonfasting</td>
<td>65 (9–9)</td>
<td>66 (10–1)</td>
<td>70 (10–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>57 (8–7)</td>
<td>59 (9–0)</td>
<td>61 (9–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Trimester</td>
<td>56 (8–6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd/3rd Trimester</td>
<td>50 (7–6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Conversion factor: \(1 \mu\text{mol}/\text{L} = 1 \mu\text{g}/\text{dL}/6.54.*
†Based on subjects \(\geq 20\) yr; NA: not available. Subjects with: low serum albumin; elevated WBCC; current diarrhoea; using oral contraceptives etc., were excluded.
above. Further, the tests are less invasive, often easier to perform, and more directly related to disease mechanisms or health status than measurement of biochemical indicators such as serum zinc. Because the specificity of functional indicators is generally poor, they should be evaluated by their response to zinc supplementation in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). However, this approach is expensive because a large number of subjects is needed and there is a long delay before a measurable response can be detected.

Fischer Walker and Black(34) examined whether functional indicators, notably infectious diseases, growth, and developmental outcomes, can be used to assess risk of zinc deficiency in populations. They reviewed data from RCTs of zinc supplementation, as well as correlation studies among children less than five years of age; details of each trial are summarized(35). Based on the evidence from 21 RCTs for the treatment and 25 RCTs for the prevention (both short-course and long-term daily or weekly supplementation) of diarrhoea and/or pneumonia and/or malaria, they concluded that zinc supplementation decreases the incidence and prevalence of both diarrhoea and pneumonia. Nevertheless, because the prevalence of these two infectious diseases is modified by the level of exposure to infectious agents, Fischer-Walker and Black cautioned that these functional indicators are probably only useful for identifying populations or sub-populations likely to be at elevated risk for zinc deficiency but are not useful for quantifying the prevalence of zinc deficiency in the population.

In relation to growth as a functional indicator, 28 zinc supplementation RCTs of children from birth to 17 years were examined. Of these, 21 reported a positive effect of zinc on at least one measured indicator of growth and seven reported no effect. These findings are consistent with an earlier meta-analysis of RCTs of zinc supplementation among pre-pubertal children by Brown et al. (29), which was updated by Fischer-Walker and Black(34). These investigators also confirmed that the greatest effect of zinc supplementation on linear growth can be expected among children with low HAZ scores at recruitment, irrespective of age of the children or whether they are from a developed or less-developed country.

Based on these analyses, height- or length-for-age was again selected as the functional growth outcome of choice for estimating zinc deficiency in populations. It is used in routine health and nutrition monitoring activities, standardized methods are available to measure it, and growth reference data are available. Finally, length- or height-for-age is likely to be the primary response to increased zinc intake, whereas gain in weight is likely to arise as a result of increased linear growth. Risk of zinc deficiency is considered to be of public health concern when the prevalence of low height- or length-for-age among children aged less than five years is > 20%.

Seven RCTs of zinc supplementation which have included an indicator of child development were reviewed, each involving infants < 1 year of age, and a zinc supplementation period of greater than 8 weeks. The basic development indicators used were Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Psychomotor Development Index, and Motor Development Index. In general, because the effects of zinc deficiency on child development were inconsistent and difficult to measure, child development was not considered a useful indicator of population zinc status.

### Other biomarkers of zinc status

#### Hair zinc concentrations

The use of hair zinc concentrations as an indicator of zinc status has been controversial(35). Available evidence suggests that during childhood, low hair zinc concentrations reflect chronic suboptimal zinc status, when the confounding effect of protein-energy malnutrition is absent. Low hair zinc concentrations in children have been found in several studies to be associated with other indices of sub-optimal zinc status such as impaired taste acuity, low growth percentiles, and high dietary phytate:Zn molar ratios(36).

Hair zinc concentrations vary with age, sex, season, hair growth rate, severity of malnutrition, and possibly hair colour and other hair cosmetic products. Hence these factors must always be considered when interpreting the results. Standardized methods for the collection, washing, and analysis of hair samples must be used, and a certified reference material to assess the accuracy of the analytical method. A reference material for human hair is available from the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements in Belgium(2). More work is required to establish age and sex-specific cutoffs for hair zinc concentrations in children. Whether hair zinc is a valid index of chronic suboptimal zinc status among adults is uncertain(36), and more studies are required.

#### Zinc concentrations in cells

Zinc concentrations in various cell types, including erythrocytes, platelets, leucocytes, and neutrophils have been investigated for their potential as indicators of zinc status. They provide an assessment of zinc status over a longer time period compared to that of the rapidly turning over plasma pool(2). However, investigations of their usefulness based on experimentally controlled zinc depletion-repletion studies(37) and prolonged supplementation with high doses of zinc (e.g., 50 mg/d) have yielded mixed results. Indeed, in some, during the zinc depletion phase, no response by erythrocyte or leucocyte zinc concentrations have been noted, even though there has been evidence of functional zinc deficiency.

### Table 2. Technical and biological factors affecting serum/plasma zinc concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical factors</th>
<th>Biological factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adventitious contamination</td>
<td>Fasting/ non-fasting state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigeration of blood after</td>
<td>Diurnal and circadian variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of subject - recumbent</td>
<td>Infection and inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or sitting</td>
<td>Age; sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of time prior to</td>
<td>Use of oral contraceptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood separation</td>
<td>agents, hormones, steroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physiological state: rapid growth; pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemolysis</td>
<td>Concurrent nutrient deficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(protein; vitamin A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disease states: e.g., marasmus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
based on impaired taste acuity and immune function (37).

Further, there are neither standardized units for the expression of zinc concentrations in these cells, nor established reference values for the assays, making comparisons among studies and interpretation of the results difficult (38). Additional factors limiting their use in community-based studies, particularly for pediatric populations, are the relatively large volumes of blood required for the assay, and the difficulties of separating leucocytes and other specific cell types under field conditions.

Zinc metalloenzymes and zinc-binding proteins

Several zinc metalloenzymes have been investigated as possible biomarkers of zinc status in plasma, erythrocytes, erythrocyte membranes, or in specific cell types. They include alkaline phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1), β-amino-levulinic acid dehydratase (EC 4.2.1.24), angiotensin-I-converting enzyme (EC 3.4.15.1), α-D-mannosidase (EC 3.2.1.24), extra-cellular superoxide-dismutase (EC-SOD), nucleoside phosphorylase (EC 2.4.2.1) and ecto purine 5'-nucleotidase (EC 3.1.3.5). Of these enzymes, the activity of alkaline phosphatase in serum, erythrocytes, or erythrocyte membranes has been most frequently studied, but results have been inconsistent, especially in studies in community settings, probably compromised in part by the poor specificity of this enzyme. In general, the activity of alkaline phosphatase is reduced in severe zinc deficiency states (39, 40) but not in more moderate zinc deficiency (41). In contrast, the activity of ecto purine 5'-nucleotidase in plasma or lymphocytes may be promising and warrants further study. Positive responses in plasma ecto purine 5'-nucleotidase to changes in zinc intakes in zinc depletion-repletion studies, in some cases over relatively short time periods (42–44), have been reported, although these findings are not consistent (41). In another study, for example, the activity of the enzyme in lymphocytes (but not plasma) showed a positive response after 4–8 wk of mild zinc restriction (440). This enzyme is derived from the CD73 cell-surface markers of B and T cells; Sunderman gives full details (37).

In general, it appears that although a positive response has been observed in experimentally controlled zinc-depletion-repletion studies, often with severe dietary zinc restrictions, when these zinc-dependent enzymes are used in community settings where mild zinc deficiency is more likely to exist, their response is less consistent. Such inconsistencies may arise because of large between-subject variation and/or poor sensitivity, although other confounding factors affecting the specificity of their response cannot be excluded.

Of the zinc-binding proteins, metallothionein, a metal storage protein, is found in most tissues, especially liver, pancreas, kidney, and intestinal mucosa. Circulating levels of metallothionein in plasma respond to changes in zinc intake (441), decreasing with low intakes. However, they increase in response to infection and stress. As a result, King (33) recommends the use of a combination of serum zinc and serum metallothionein to assess zinc nutriture. Using this combination, a low level of both serum zinc and metallothionein would indicate a reduction in the size of the exchangeable zinc pool, as a result of a decrease in zinc intake. In contrast, low serum zinc concentrations in association with an elevated level of metallothionein could be indicative of redistribution of tissue zinc in response to infection and stress and not to suboptimal zinc status.

Measurement of metallothionein in erythrocytes has also been investigated as it appears to be responsive to both severe and moderate restrictions in zinc intake, rising again during the repletion phase, and, unlike levels in serum, is not responsive to stress (442). Nevertheless, more research is required to establish the sensitivity and specificity of erythrocyte metallothionein as a valid measure of zinc status,
especially in community-based studies where the occurrence of mild zinc deficiency is more likely.

Thymulin is a zinc-containing polypeptide that activates T cells and is secreted by thymic epithelial cells. Levels of circulating thymulin in serum decrease in mild zinc deficiency, even when there is no change in serum zinc concentrations (50).

Molecular techniques

Polymerase chain reaction assays are being used increasingly to measure mRNA for some of the proteins involved in zinc regulation. For example, metallothionein mRNA has been measured in a variety of tissues after zinc depletion and supplementation using reverse transcriptase (RT)-polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Metallothionein mRNA in lymphocytes appears to decrease markedly in response to mild zinc depletion, returning to baseline levels after repletion (51), and to be elevated consistently in monocytes and erythrocytes post zinc supplementation (52,53); an example is shown in Fig. 8. However, because metallothionein expression also responds to changes in other heavy metals besides zinc, such changes may not necessarily reflect changes in zinc intakes (54). More research is needed on the effects of various stresses on this biomarker to assess its specificity, and to establish its validity as an index of zinc status in ‘free-living’ volunteers in community settings.

Two families of zinc transporters – ZNT and ZIP – in human lymphoblastoid cell have also been investigated using quantitative RT-PCR as potential indicators of zinc status. Two potential zinc indicators were identified – ZIP-1 and ZNT1 – of which only the expression of ZIP-1 in leucocytes decreased significantly by 17% when women were supplemented with zinc for 27 days (22 mg Zn/d). Hence, ZIP-1 appears to have potential as a biomarker of zinc status in humans (55).

The effects of zinc supplements on genome health maintenance, cell death and mitogen response of peripheral blood lymphocytes has been investigated using the cytokinesis-block micronucleus (CBMN) cytome assay. Results appear promising, although studies with a randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled design are needed to confirm these preliminary findings (56).

Kinetic markers: pool sizes and turnover rates

Isotope studies evaluating turnover rate in plasma or urine have identified a relatively small exchangeable pool of zinc (EZP), with a turnover of about 12.5 days. This rapid pool comprises the most metabolically active forms of zinc in the plasma, extracellular fluid, liver, pancreas, kidney, and intestine, which are mobilized for zinc-dependent functions (57). The size of EZP is estimated from tracer-tracee disappearance curves using kinetic modeling software. Total EZP mass appears to respond to severe restrictions of dietary zinc (i.e., <1 mg/d for 4–5 weeks), resulting in a 36% reduction (40) but not to modest short-term changes in zinc intake (i.e., 4.6 mg/day) (41). Hence, the size of the EZP does not appear to be useful indicator for identifying short-term marginal zinc intakes.

Plasma zinc turnover rates have also been investigated as an indicator of zinc status. When the total body zinc content is reduced, fractional plasma zinc turnover rates are increased to meet tissue needs. Increases of about 150 to ~200 times per day have been observed in healthy men as a result of acute, severe zinc depletion (i.e., 0.23 mg/d) (40), but not when it was more modest (41). Further, in the study of acute severe zinc depletion repletion, when changes in kinetic markers were correlated with those of the biochemical indicators (40), plasma zinc concentrations had the strongest relationship to net loss/gain of zinc from the body ($r^2$ = 0.826), followed by endogenous zinc excretion ($r^2$ = 0.773) and plasma zinc flux ($r^2$ = 0.766).

Currently, stable isotope studies involving kinetic markers are invasive, costly, complex, and time-consuming, making them more suitable for validating innovative and simpler zinc assessment techniques rather than as a routine tool. If the methodology can be simplified, however, kinetic markers could be useful for assessing zinc status in the future.

Conclusions

Development of a set of recommendations for indicators of population zinc status is a necessary step for generating prevalence data on zinc deficiency at the country level. The three indicators recommended for international use are: (a) percentage with low serum zinc concentrations, (b) prevalence of zinc intakes below the EAR, and (c) percentage of children less than 5 years of age with length- or height-for-age less than –2.0 SD below the age-specific median of the reference population. As countries gain experience in using these indicators and their cutoffs to establish whether zinc deficiency is a public health problem, so their validity can be re-evaluated, and the cutoffs refined, where
necessary. In the future, indicators of zinc status based on molecular or kinetic markers may be used, although at present more research is needed to establish their specificity, sensitivity, validity, and feasibility, especially for use in community-settings.
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